ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHS
Think different, be different

PRO GETTIMEDICAL.COM

EPG Project

Compact 1-3 channels electrocardiograph
with something more. Thanks to its touch
screen display, this electrocardiograph
becomes a simple diagnosis device,
even for the most complicated cardiac
diseases. With its color display and its
80mm thermal priter, EPG Project is a
high-performance electrocardiograph.
Its parameter calculation and ECG
interpretation software help the
non-expert user make a correct
diagnosis.

The classic PROGETTI electrocardiograph,
icon of reliability and precision. Thanks
to its high resolution display, this small
3 channels will allow you to analyze an
ECG even without printing it. Thanks
to its thermal printer, EPG View allows
you to use additional functions such as
parameter calculation and a base level
interpretation for the non-specialist
doctor.

EPG View
EPG Junior

Always easy to carry around. One
of the smallest printer-integrated
electrocardiographs in the world, this
device is the ideal partner for the
professional who favors compactness
and simplicity. EPG Junior fits into
the doctor bag or his dedicated
transportation bag. This simple and
intuitive 3 channels device will allow
you to use a classic electrocardiograph
everywhere.

EPG 6 View

From the same product line of the 3
channels model, this electrocardiograph
allows you to use a very small 3/6/12
channels. Equipped with a simple and
fast interface, the EPG 6 VIEW model is
conceived for the operators who need
everything in a narrow space.

A new generation electrocardiograph
thanks to its dimensions, EPG 6 View
Plus, 6/12 channels, is the ideal device
for the general practitioner, but also for
the specialist and his needs. Thanks to
its compact keyboard, this device will
allow the doctor to draw up the database
in real time and to upload the data on
his computer. Parameter calculation and
HES interpretation make EPG 6 View
Plus the ideal electrocardiograph in every
situation.

EPG 6 View Plus
EPG 12 View

Top-of-the-range elettrocardiograph,
thanks to its 8.4’’ touch screen display
this device fulfills the expectations of
every cardiologist. Main features: data
storage, report management software,
interpretation and different visualization.
EPG 12 View is conceived for those who
want the electrocardiography to be the
distinguishing feature of their job.
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Looking into the future with enthusiasm
is the way to create innovative instruments.
Being the ideal partner for those who want to make
a better world with their work is our purpose.
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We have been developing products for the prevention and treatment of heart diseases for more than 25 years.
Thanks to an international network and to our presence in more than 60 countries all over the world,
we commit ourselves to providing the best Italian technology in the medical field.
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